**GENERAL NOTES**

1. Wrap frame in 202 216 adhesive underlayment included with VELUX flashing.
   
2. Underlayment to be folded up against all sides of frame.
   
3. Vapor barrier should be used to avoid moisture.

---

**SECTION A-A**

- **Basis of Design**: VELUX FS Fixed Skylight
- **Underlayment**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Sheathing**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Asphalt Shingle**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Underlayment Note**: 1 & 2
- **Finish Material**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Vapor Barrier Note**: 3

---

**SECTION B-B**

- **Basis of Design**: VELUX FS Fixed Skylight
- **Underlayment**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Sheathing**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Asphalt Shingle**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Underlayment Note**: 1 & 2
- **Finish Material**: VELUX EDL Sill Flashing
- **Vapor Barrier Note**: 3

---

This drawing is an instrument of service and is provided for informational use only.